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Department of Chemical Engineering, Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague, Czech RepublicABSTRACT We study effects of convective transport on a chemical front wave representing a signal propagation at a simple
(single layer) epithelium bymeans of mathematical modeling. Plug flow and laminar flow regimes were considered. We observed
a nonmonotonous dependence of the propagation velocity on the ligand receptor binding constant under influence of the convec-
tive transport. If the signal propagates downstream, the region of high velocities becomesmuch broader and spreads over several
orders of magnitude of the binding constant. When the convective transport is oriented against the propagating signal, either
velocity of the traveling front wave is slowed down or the traveling front wave can stop or reverse the direction of propagation.
More importantly, chemical signal in epithelial systems influencedby theconvective transport canpropagatealmost independently
of the ligand-receptor binding constant in a broad range of this parameter. Furthermore, we found that the effects of the convective
transport becomes more significant in systems where either the characteristic dimension of the extracellular space is larger/
comparable with the spatial extent of the ligand diffusion trafficking or the ligand-receptor binding/ligand diffusion rate ratio is high.INTRODUCTIONShort-distance (autocrine or paracrine) signaling in epithelia
is mediated by extracellular signaling molecules that bind to
membrane receptors. Growth factors (signaling molecules)
and protein tyrosin kinase receptors constitute an important
class of the ligand-receptor pairs in signal transmission.
Proper combination of the growth factor stimuli at the
receptors determines the cell fate, e.g., proliferation,
apoptosis, differentiation, resting, etc. (1). Growth factor
signaling is also responsible for complex processes such
as wound healing (2) or organ development (3).
It was usually considered that growth factors are
transported only by diffusion in the extracellular matrix.
However, recent findings revealed that the convective trans-
port can also significantly contribute to the total transport.
Some developmental processes are even impossible when
convection is suppressed (4). For example, an oriented
convective transport induced by cilia at the ventral node
of embryos is responsible for formation of the left-right
body axis (5,6). Pressure gradients that emerge in a body
during muscle contractions or body movement result in
interstitial flow that can be observed almost in all tissues
(4,7). In some of them vascular system is absent therefore
the interstitial flow is necessary for nutrient supply. Interest-
ingly, oscillatory pressure gradients imposed on osteoblast
cells induce their proliferation (8).
Interstitial flow is able to promote migration of several
cell types when endothelial tissue is damaged. The convec-
tive flow then plays an important role in vascular injury
healing (9,10). Generally, the interstitial flow is important
during angiogenesis or lymphangiogenesis. For example,Submitted November 22, 2011, and accepted for publication January 23,
2012.
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0006-3495/12/03/0990/11 $2.00lymphatic cells move, tend to be organized, and form new
capillaries in the direction of the interstitial flow (11,12).
Blood endothelial cells also develop vascular structures
under influence of the convective flow (12,13). Number
and length of new capillary structures depend on the mean
velocity of the interstitial flow. In vitro experiments (14)
showed that such dependence can be nonmonotonous with
a maximum at 10–20 mm min1. During these develop-
mental processes, the convective flow always works in
synergy with signaling protein molecules such as vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (12) or epidermal growth
factor (EGF) (13).
Convection can play a specific role in tumor tissues. It is
known that tumors are usually more permeable than healthy
tissues and thus the pressure gradients can result in plasma
extravasation (15). Signaling molecules produced by cancer
cells or the cells themselves can easily migrate into sur-
rounding tissue. Shear forces together with formed gradients
of growth factors then lead to further vascular spouting (16).
Such a process is called the autologous chemotaxis (17).
On the other hand, the changes in permeability open new
possibilities for cancer treatment (7,18).
Theoretical studies focused on the convective transport
effects in various tissue systems have been reported. Chen
et al. (19) studied velocity pattern, cilia rotation, and lateral
displacement of cilia in embryonic ventral nodes during the
left-right axis body formation. Nguyen et al. (20) modeled
vascular system formation in a yolk sac. They considered
effects such as the Poiseuille flow or tissue deformation.
Helm et al. (12) and Fleury et al. (21) showed that oriented
convective transport forms specifically localized gradients
of VEGF or other morphogens, which leads to cell chemo-
taxis and vascular system formation in the direction of
the flow. Their model is based on the local mass balancedoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.01.038
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FIGURE 1 Reaction transport processes at the epithelium. The parameter
meaning is summarized in Table 1.
Convection at Simple Epithelia 991of a morphogen and the Brinkman equation for the velocity
field evaluation around a cell. Relevant to our topic are also
a number of studies on reaction-diffusion-convection waves
and patterns contributed from the chemical engineering
community, particularly those primarily related to spatially
two-dimensional (2D) modeling (22–24).
In this work, we deal with effects of the convective flow
on velocity of signal transmission mediated by protein
growth factors (particularly by EGFs) and tyrosin kinase
transmembrane receptors at epithelial tissues. We assume
that ligand trafficking occurs in a narrow gap between a
cellular layer and a semipermeable membrane. Such
epithelia are formed from mammal astrocytes (18), mammal
enterocytes (25), Drosophila melanogaster follicle cells
(26), etc. Growth factor signaling is then responsible for
glioblastoma multiforme appearance in mammals or dorsal
appendage formation in Drosophila oocytes.
For this study, we adopted a mathematical model reported
in (27). The model describes the growth factor signal prop-
agation above an epithelium as a result of reaction-transport
positive feedback called the ligand-induced ligand release.
We extend the model by introducing the convective trans-
port. More specifically, plug and laminar flows are con-
sidered above the epithelium layer. We found an exact
solution of the mathematical model in an asymptotic regime.
The full model was analyzed numerically. We particularly
focus on the effect of the Pe´clet number on the propagation
velocity. The Pe´clet number, being the ratio of fluxes due to
convection and diffusion, is a quantitative measure of the
convective transport intensity. Even for the Pe´clet number
less than one, the convective transport qualitatively alters
the morphogen fields at epithelium and thus significantly
affects developmental and other tissue processes (4,21).FIGURE 2 Geometry of the modeling domain.MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Qualitative aspects
Reaction and transport processes considered in our model
are summarized in Fig. 1. The epithelial cells are exposed
to an extracellular environment where the transport of signal
molecules occurs. We assume that a ligand (growth factor)
is transported by diffusion and convective transport mecha-
nisms. A semipermeable membrane, e.g., the blood-brain
barrier that separates circulating blood and the extracellular
fluid in the brain tissue, limits the ligand trafficking to
a narrow gap above the epithelium. The ligand can revers-
ibly form complexes with the growth factor receptor found
on the cytoplasmic membrane of glial or other epithelium
cells. Formation of the ligand-receptor complexes leads to
triggering of an intracellular phosphorylation cascade and
follow-up processes. Above a certain (threshold) level of
the complex concentration, an intracellular or surface
protease initiates a release of new ligand molecules into
extracellular space. These processes form a positive feed-back loop that enables signal propagation above the epithe-
lial tissue. The ligand-receptor complex and the receptor
itself are internalized and then destroyed by endocytosis.
Here, we assume that the rate of formation of new receptors
is constant and the ligand is not significantly degraded by
extracellular proteases (28). The positive feedback present
in the system generates bistability, which in turn implies
the occurrence of traveling front waves.
To study velocity of signal transmission mediated by the
extracellular ligand, we considered a simplified 2D domain
shown in Fig. 2. All the transport processes occur in an
extracellular gap of thickness H. The epithelium and semi-
permeable membrane represent the bottom and top bound-
aries of the modeling domain, respectively.
Furthermore, we consider the plug flow or Poiseuille flow
in the extracellular gap. There are many experimental works
dealing with in vitro cellular systems—three-dimensional
cellular matrixes (12–14,29–31) or 2D cellular layers
(25,32–35) and with effects of convection on cellular system
development. The plug flow model can be applied to three-
dimensional porous structures with certain dispersionBiophysical Journal 102(5) 990–1000
992 Nebyla et al.limitations. The laminar flow model is applicable to another
class of biological systems: flat cellular cultures on dishes,
transforming follicular epithelia that are in contact with an
oocyte via an extracellular gap, thin vein capillaries, etc.
In addition, the laminar flow assumption is relevant to
geometrically well-defined microfluidic experiments with
in vitro cell cultures (32–35).Model equations
Distribution of the ligand molecules in the gap is described
by the mass balance
vS
vt
þ vxðyÞ vS
vx
¼ DS

v2S
vx2
þ v
2S
vy2

; (1)
where S denotes the ligand concentration and DS is the
ligand diffusivity. Spatially isotropic diffusion transport is
considered. We assume that the convective flow of the
extracellular medium is directed along the epithelium layer
(x direction). The momentum equations are not considered.
Instead, the flow regime in the gap is approximated by
either the plug flow, Eq. 2, or laminar (parabolic) flow,
Eq. 3 (36–38),
vxðyÞ ¼ vavx ; (2)
6vavðHy y2ÞTABLE 1 Model parameters
Parameter Range
CT complex concentration threshold 0<CT<C0
DS ligand diffusivity 1 1012  1 1010 m2s1
gP amplification constant
gS intensity of ligand release
gSgP 1 1017  1 1015 mol m2s2
H gap thickness 1 107  1 104 m
keC internalization constant 1:67 103  5 103 s1
kP protease degradation constant 1:67 104  5 104 s1
keR internalization constant 1:67 104  1:67 103 s1
koffS ligand dissociation constant 1:67 106  0:167 s1
konS ligand binding constant 16:7 1:67 104 m3mol1s1
QR receptor formation rate 1 1014  1 1012 mol m2s1
vavx mean velocity 10 10 106 m s1vxðyÞ ¼ x
H2
; (3)
where vavx is the mean velocity in the x direction.
At the cellular boundary (y ¼ 0), the ligands together
with the receptors R can reversibly form the ligand-receptor
complex C. New ligand molecules are released at this
boundary by the protease P
DSvS
vy
¼ konS SRþ koffS Cþ gSP; y ¼ 0: (4)
The symbols konS , k
off
S , and gS denote the ligand-receptor
binding constant, the ligand-receptor dissociation constant,
and the amplitude of the ligand release, respectively. The
top boundary (y ¼ H) is assumed impermeable for the
ligand
DSvS
vy
¼ 0; y ¼ H: (5)
The receptor dynamics is given by
vR
vt
¼ QR  konS SRþ koffS C keRR; (6)
where QR and k
e
R are the rate of the receptor formation and
the receptor internalization constant, respectively.Biophysical Journal 102(5) 990–1000The dynamics of ligand-receptor complex formation as
well as the complex internalization process are expressed as
vC
vt
¼ konS SR koffS C keCC: (7)
The symbol keC represents the internalization rate
constant.
Activity of the ligand releasing protease is nonlinearly
dependent on the ligand-receptor concentration
vP
vt
¼ gP~sðCÞ  kPP; (8)
where gP and kP are the protease amplification constant and
the protease degradation rate constant, respectively. Signal
output (e.g., protease activity) of an intracellular phosphor-
ylation cascades (MAPK) can be described as a sigmoidal
function ~s of the input to the cascade (e.g., the ligand-
receptor complex concentration) (39,40). The sigmoidal
function represents the sensitivity of the protease activation
relative to a certain threshold concentration CTof the ligand-
receptor complex. The sigmoidal function works as a switch
of the autocrine loop. We approximate the sigmoidal depen-
dence by means of the following normalized function
~sðCÞ ¼ 0:5 tanh
ðC CTÞ
d

þ 0:5; (9)
where d is a parameter affecting steepness of the sigmoidal
function. The right-hand side of Eq. 9 provides effectively
the same dependence on the complex concentration as the
Hill cooperative kinetics of a high order. The Hill coefficient
corresponding to the response of the MAPK cascade to the
ligand stimulus is on the order of tens (41). We do not
consider any time delay between the ligand-receptor
binding and the protease activation. This effect has been
studied in (27) and generally leads to a decrease of the prop-
agation velocity.
Typical values of the model parameters were adopted
from works (7,27,42) and are summarized in Table 1.
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Equations 1–8 were transformed into a dimensionless form
to reduce the number of free model parameters. The scaling
factor for the receptor concentration is chosen equal to the
maximal possible concentration R0. The protease concentra-
tion is scaled with the value of protease activity P0 that is
established at the equilibrium if the autocrine loop is
switched on (~s ¼ 1). The ligand-receptor and ligand
concentrations are scaled with the corresponding binding/
dissociation equilibrium concentrations C0 and S0 when
the protease and receptor concentrations are considered
equal to P0 and R0, respectively. The reciprocal protease
degradation time constant was chosen as the timescale.
The spatial coordinates x and y are scaled with the charac-
teristic ligand diffusion length above the cell surface x0
(43) and the extracellular gap thickness y0, respectively.
The velocity scale vx0 is equal to the characteristic velocity
of the ligand diffusion. The list of the scaling constants is as
follows:
S0 ¼
C0k
e
R

koffS þ keC

konS QR
; R0 ¼ QR
keR
;
C0 ¼ gPgS
kPk
e
C
; P0 ¼ gP
kP
;
t0 ¼ 1
kP
; x0 ¼ k
e
RDS
QRk
on
S
; y0 ¼ H; vx0 ¼ DS
x0
:
(10)
In the dimensionless representation, the ligand local
balance takes the following form,
tS
v~S
v~t
þ ~vx

~y
	 v~S
v~x
¼ v
2~S
v~x2
þ 1
a2
v2~S
v~y2
; (11)
where tS denotes the relative ligand timescale. We note that
the parameter a can be interpreted in two ways, either as
the Damko¨hler number, i.e., the ratio of the characteristic
rates of ligand-receptor binding and ligand diffusion, or as
the ratio of the two geometric scaling factors, i.e., y0=x0
(Table 2).TABLE 2 Dimensionless parameters, basic set of parameters
Parameter Basic value
a ¼ HQRkonS =ðkeRDSÞ ¼ y0=x0 Varied
bS ¼ keC=ðkoffS þ keCÞ 0.5
g ¼ gPgSðkoffS þ keCÞ=ðkPQRkeCÞ 1
~d ¼ d=C0 0.01
tC ¼ kP=ðkoffS þ keCÞ 0.1
tR ¼ kP=keR 0.5
tS ¼ ke2R DSkP=ðQRkonS Þ2 0.002
~CT ¼ CT=C0 0.3
Pe ¼ vavx x0=DS VariedThe dimensionless velocities for the plug flow and
laminar flow, respectively, are
~vx

~y
	
¼ Pe; (12)
~vx

~y
	
¼ 6Pe

~y ~y2
	
; (13)where Pe is the Pe´clet number.
The corresponding dimensionless boundary conditions
are
 v
~S
v~y
¼ a
h
ð1 bSÞ~C ~S~Rþ bS~P
i
; ~y ¼ 0 (14)
v~S ¼ 0; ~y ¼ 1; (15)
v~y
where bS expresses the relative rate of the ligand-receptor
complex endocytosis. We assumed that the ligand concen-
trations at ~x/5N attain the values corresponding to
two spatially uniform stable steady states identified in the
model equations. One of them corresponds to epithelium,
which is not affected by the ligand (~s ¼ 0). The steady
state of the system is then: ~C ¼ 0, ~P ¼ 0, ~R ¼ 1, ~S ¼ 0.
The other steady state corresponds to the protease activation
switched on (~s ¼ 1): ~C ¼ 1, ~P ¼ 1, ~R ¼ 1 gbS,
~S ¼ 1=ð1 gbSÞ.
Equations 6 and 7 for the receptor and ligand-receptor
complex are transformed into the dimensionless form
tR
v~R
v~t
¼ 1þ g
h
 ~S~Rþ ð1 bSÞ~C
i
 ~R; (16)
v~C ~~ ~tC
v~t
¼ SR C; (17)
where g is proportional to the ligand/receptor generation
rate ratio. The symbols tR and tC denote the relative time-
scales of the kinetic processes.
Finally, the protease equation takes a simple form
v~P
v~t
¼ ~s

~C ~CT
	
 ~P; (18)
 	 "~C ~CT#
~s ~C ~CT ¼ 0:5 tanh ~d þ 0:5: (19)
Definitions of all dimensionless parameters of the model
are summarized in Table 2 together with the basic set of
their values. Equations 11–19 were solved numerically.
However, for an asymptotic regime with the plug flow
transport, we found an exact solution, see Appendix. This
asymptotic solution can be used for the estimation of theBiophysical Journal 102(5) 990–1000
994 Nebyla et al.chemical signal propagation velocity for physically realistic
parameter values but not within the entire range of the
model parameters.Traveling wave one-dimensional (1D) model
The dimensionless 2D model with the plug flow velocity
profile (Eq. 12) introduced in the previous section can be
reduced to a 1D model. If we assume that y0  x0, i.e.,
a 1, the system becomes effectively 1D with only x as
the spatial variable and the spatially averaged ligand
concentration in the y direction,
b~S~x	h Z1
0
~S

~x;~y
	
d~y; (20)
will become a new variable of the 1D model (36,37). We
note that the spatial averaging is generally not applicable
for the laminar flow profile systems, Eq. 13. Because the
ligand signaling is expected to take the form of a traveling
front wave, we further transform the model into a traveling
waveform amenable to a continuation analysis. Hence, we
define a new moving coordinate x
xh~x  ~u~t; (21)
where ~u is the dimensionless velocity of the chemical signal
propagating as a front wave above the epithelial layer.
With the use of the thin fin approximation, Eq. 20, and the
moving coordinate, Eq. 21, the model equations take the
form
d2b~S
dx2
þ

tS~u Pe
	 db~S
dx
þ 1
a

ð1 bSÞ~C b~S~Rþ bS~P ¼ 0;
(22)
d~R
 ~utR
dx
¼ 1þ g  b~S~Rþ ð1 bSÞ~C  ~R; (23)
d~C~utC
dx
¼ b~S~R ~C; (24)
d~P  	FIGURE 3 Dependence of the front wave propagation velocity on the
Damko¨hler number. Solid line, 2D asymptotic solution (Pe ¼ 0, g/0,
tC/0); dashed line, continuation of the 1D traveling wave model
(Pe ¼ 1, g ¼ 1, tC ¼ 0:1); dash-dotted line, continuation of the 1D
traveling wave model (Pe ¼ 0, g ¼ 1, tC ¼ 0:1); dotted line, continuation
of the 1D traveling wave model (Pe ¼ 0:5, g ¼ 1, tC ¼ 0:1). Other
parameters are listed in Table 2. Circles and crosses denote results of the
Comsol dynamical simulations for the 2D-plug flow and the 2D-laminar
flow models, respectively.~u
dx
¼ ~s ~C ~CT  ~P; (25)
with boundary conditions
~x/þN; ~C ¼ 0; ~P ¼ 0; ~R ¼ 1; ~S ¼ 0;
~x/N; ~C ¼ 1; ~P ¼ 1; ~R ¼ 1 gbS;
~S ¼ 1=ð1 gbSÞ:
(26)Biophysical Journal 102(5) 990–1000Numerical analysis
Dynamic simulations and continuations
To study behavior of the cellular system in broad ranges of
the model parameters, we used several numerical solvers.
Dynamical simulations were carried out using the Comsol
Multiphysics 3.5 software package. The spatially 2D model
domain was discretized using triangular finite elements. The
element count depends on the size of the computation
domain. The maximum element size used at the cellular
boundary was D~x ¼ 0:05. An increment of the same size
was also used for solving the 1D problem when the approx-
imation a 1 was applied. The dynamical femtime
procedure used a standard odepack linear solver. The abso-
lute and relative tolerances of the dynamical solver were set
to 1 106 for all dimensionless variables.
We also used the continuation software package AUTO
(44) for parametric analysis of the traveling wave 1D model.
Front waves correspond to heteroclinic trajectories connect-
ing two steady states. Continuation of the heteroclinics
yields the velocity of front wave propagation in dependence
on a control parameter.
Model validation
We first validated our 2D Comsol codes by means of the
asymptotic 2D solution (g/0, tC/0), see Appendix.
The solid line in Fig. 3 shows that the numerical codes
Convection at Simple Epithelia 995predict consistent behavior with the exact solution in a wide
range of the Damko¨hler number a.
Outside the asymptotic regime, we compared predictions
of the continuation analysis of the 1D model with the results
of our 2D Comsol codes. We conclude that the 1D model
provides results comparable with those of the more realistic
2D models up to az1. This finding is consistent with the
geometric interpretation of the parameter a expressing the
scale ratio y0=x0. The thin fin approximation, Eq. 20, is
certainly not justified for a>1.
Furthermore, we observed that both of the 2D models
involving the plug and laminar flow provide nearly the
same propagation velocities. Significant differences were
found only for Pe ¼ 0:5 and a>1. In this case, the convec-
tive flow is oriented against the direction of the wave prop-
agation but the wave velocity is very slow. The laminar flow
is characterized by zero velocity at the cellular surface, i.e.,
the convective transport does not affect the ligand molecule
transport. Due to the constant velocity profile of the plug
flow, the ligand transport in such a case is decelerated via
convection at the cellular surface.
The reason why the 2D plug and 2D laminar flow models
usually give almost identical results as shown in Fig. 3 can
be explained by the method originally introduced by Aris
(45) for description of the Taylor dispersion in tubular
systems. By applying this method, Kolev and van der
Linden (46) derived a formula for evaluation of the disper-
sion coefficient DT for fully developed parallel plate laminar
flow. When neglecting the time decaying terms, the formula
can be written for our system in the form
DT ¼ DL

1þ a2Pe2=210: (27)
In Fig. 3, the highest values of the Damko¨hler and Pe´clet
numbers are a ¼ 10 and Pe ¼ 1. Thus, the contribution of
the ligand diffusivity to the overall dispersivity is always
higher than the contribution due to the parabolic velocity
profile.
We conclude that the simple 2D plug flow model is
mostly a fair approximation applicable in a wide range of
the model parameter values. Moreover, the simplified 1D
model is usable with negligible errors up to az1.FIGURE 4 Dependence of the dimensional velocity of the signal propa-
gation on the forward ligand-receptor binding rate, h ¼ 0:975 105m;
D ¼ 1:61 1011m2s1; kp ¼ 3:4 104s1; bS ¼ 0:5; ~CT ¼ 0:3, g/0,
tC/0. The large dots represent regimes for which the front waves are
plotted in Fig. 5.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of convection - asymptotic analysis
Intuitively, positive Pe´clet number (the convective flow is
oriented in the direction of the x axis) accelerates the signal
propagation in the entire range of the Damko¨hler number,
Fig. 3. Convective transport oriented against the direction
of the x axis (Pe<0) can stop the signal transmission origi-
nally oriented in the positive x direction.
One of the main results reported in (27) was that there is
a robust maximum in the dependence of the propagationvelocity on the forward binding rate constant. The nonmo-
notonous dependence results from the fact that low ligand-
receptor affinity cannot give rise to the complex formation.
On the other hand, extremely high affinity suppresses ligand
randomwalks above the cellular layer. Let us assume that all
assumptions for the use of the exact traveling wave plug-
flow model (Appendix) are satisfied. It is of interest to
then exactly evaluate common effects of the convective
transport and binding constant on the velocity of signal
propagation, Fig. 4.
Convection has only a weak effect for low values of
konS R0. Such regimes correspond to low values of the param-
eter a, i.e., H  x0. The characteristic velocity of the
diffusion transport then becomes DS=H rather than DS=x0.
The Pe´clet number is then Pe¼ vavx H=DS  1, which means
that the effect of convection is negligible.
Convection becomes important for higher values of the
binding constant. Fig. 4 clearly shows that a negative Pe´clet
number decelerates the signal propagation velocity, which
can stop the signal propagation. Significant acceleration of
the velocity is manifested for Pe>1. When the binding
constant is high, convective transport is dominant and helps
the ligand molecules to reach free receptors at a large
distance from the front head. If compared to the system
without convection (Pe ¼ 0), the propagation velocity is
increased by two orders of magnitude, which occurs for
example at Pe ¼ 4, konS R0 ¼ 10 mm s1.
In the system without the convective transport, the highest
propagation velocity occurs at konS R0 ¼ 0:01 mm s1. If theBiophysical Journal 102(5) 990–1000
996 Nebyla et al.convective flow of a relatively low intensity (PeR1) is
oriented in the direction of the signal propagation, there is
a region with high velocity spreading over three orders of
magnitude (konS R0˛½0:01; 10 mm s1). This finding suggests
that in epithelial systems properly influenced by convective
transport, chemical signal can propagate almost indepen-
dently of the ligand-receptor binding constant. Such effect
can be exploited for example in tissue engineering
(29,47). However, we have not found any systematic exper-
imental study focused on the binding constant effects under
the influence of the interstitial flow.
We can conclude that, at least in the studied range of the
Pe´clet number, the nonmonotonous dependence of the
signal propagation and the existence of the velocity
maximum remain robust properties of the studied system.
Furthermore, convective transport of a relatively low inten-
sity can accelerate or decelerate the velocity of signal prop-
agation by several orders of magnitude. Such a strong effect
even for a low Pe´clet number was also reported by Fleury
et al. (21), who studied a cellular system with a secreted
protease releasing an extracellular matrix bound morphogen
(VEGF).
In the next step, the character of the propagating ligand
front waves was examined. When konS R0 ¼ 0:1 mm s1, the
form of the front wave is effectively 1D, localized at the
threshold value (~CT ¼ 0:3), and almost independent of
the Pe´clet number, Fig. 5, A–C. This regime corresponds
to az0:06  1, where the thin fin approximation is appli-
cable, Eq. 20. If the ligand-receptor binding strength is
higher (konS R0 ¼ 1 mm s1, az0:6), the front wave still
dominantly develops in the horizontal direction; however,Biophysical Journal 102(5) 990–1000it becomes elongated especially for Pe ¼ 2, Fig. 5, D–F.
In this regime, convective transport dominates over diffu-
sion and the ligand molecules are pushed away from the
place of their release. For konS R0 ¼ 10 mm s1 (az6), shapes
of the ligand front waves are spatially 2D, Fig. 5, G and H.
The crucial effect of the convective transport on the front
wave elongation can be seen in Fig. 5, F–H. Similar defor-
mations of the morphogen concentration fields have been
described in reports (12,21).Effect of convection - general behavior
The exact solution used in the previous section was derived
for positive propagation velocity (~u>0) in an asymptotic
case, seeAppendix.Here,we present results of a continuation
analysis of the simplified 1D model. The basic set of param-
eter values (Table 2), for which the continuations were
carried out, was approximately calculated from geometric
means of the parameter ranges considered in Table 1.
Dependences of the propagation velocity on the Pe´clet
number for three values of the Damko¨hler number are
plotted in Fig. 6. We used the inverse hyperbolic sinus func-
tion (asinh) to visualize both the positive and negative
values of the velocity in a logarithmic-like scale. Fig. 6
reveals two important facts. The convective transport sig-
nificantly affects only such epithelium systems, in which
characteristic dimension of the extracellular space is larger
or comparable to the mean spatial extent of the ligand
diffusion trafficking x0. When a 1, i.e., H  x0, the
convective transport can be neglected as discussed in the
previous section.FIGURE 5 Propagating front waves of the auto-
crine communication. Values of the dimensionless
ligand concentration ~S are plotted in the spatial
domain x˛½5; 5  ~y˛½0; 1. The ligand fields
correspond to the large dots in Fig. 4. (A)
konS R0 ¼ 0:1 mm s1, Pe ¼ 0:5; (B) konS R0 ¼
0:1 mm s1, Pe ¼ 0; (C) konS R0 ¼ 0:1 mm s1,
Pe ¼ þ2; (D) konS R0 ¼ 1 mm s1, Pe ¼ 0:5; (E)
konS R0 ¼ 1 mm s1, Pe¼ 0; (F): konS R0 ¼ 1 mm s1,
Pe ¼ þ2; (G) konS R0 ¼ 10 mm s1, Pe ¼ 0; and (H)
konS R0 ¼ 10 mm s1, Pe ¼ þ2.
FIGURE 6 Dependence of the dimensionless velocity of the signal prop-
agation on the Pe´clet number. Parameter values are given in Table 2. The
black dots represent regimes plotted in Fig. 7.
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original direction of the signal propagation (Pe < 0), the
signal can be slowed, stopped, or reversed. Even if sensi-
tivity of an epithelium layer to the ligand molecules is
high, i.e., the threshold parameter ~CT is low, the systemcan switch from the protease active state (~P ¼ 1) to the inac-
tive state (~P ¼ 0). Hence, properly oriented convective
transport above epithelium can stop or probably eliminate
various processes connected to the autocrine/paracrine
chemical signal transmission, e.g., wound healing, tissue
development, or cell proliferation. This finding is in agree-
ment with available experimental data that show angiogen-
esis or lymphangiogenesis as processes occurring in the
direction of the convective transport (12–14). Morphogen
releasing molecules (proteases) or morphogens like VEGF
or EGF, which control cell proliferation and/or cell motion,
are released uniformly into the extracellular space if the
convective flow is absent. Convection then breaks the spatial
uniformity of the morphogen gradients and allows for
oriented signal propagation.
The solid line in Fig. 7 represents a typical character of
the propagating chemical wave switching the system from
the protease active state to the inactive state (~u>0) without
any influence on the convective transport. The front wave
is focused at the place of the threshold complex concentra-
tion value. Gradual decrease of the ligand and complex
concentrations as well as the protease activity toward the
protease inactive state is observed. The concentration of
the free receptors increases accordingly.
Qualitative character of the front wave for Pe ¼ þ4
(dash-dotted line in Fig. 7) is similar because the propaga-
tion velocity is again positive. The front wave shape
qualitatively changes when the direction of the signal prop-
agation is reversed (~u<0), the dashed line in Fig. 7. We canFIGURE 7 Propagating front waves of autocrine
communication. Dashed line, Pe ¼ 4,
~u ¼ 0:2164; solid line, Pe ¼ 0, ~u ¼ 0:3836;
dash-dotted line, Pe ¼ þ4, ~u ¼ 2:055; a ¼ 0:1;
the other parameters are given in Table 2.
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of the complex threshold concentration (~CT) as the front
wave moves in the negative direction.
Substantial front wave elongation is observed in the pres-
ence of the convection (either positive or negative) due to
the influenced ligand transport in the extracellular space,
which is in agreement with data published in works (12,21).CONCLUSIONS
The convective transport of morphogens significantly
contributes to developmental and signaling processes in
tissue systems. The presented theoretical study suggests
that this is also valid in a simple epithelial system where
the signal transmission is mediated by protein growth
factors interacting with tyrosine kinase transmembrane
receptors.
Our findings can be summarized as follows. The effects
of the convective transport are important only if the charac-
teristic dimension of the extracellular space is comparable
or larger than the characteristic spatial extent of the ligand
trafficking above the epithelium. The convective transport
can then accelerate, stop, or even reverse the paracrine
communication. If convection is oriented in the same direc-
tion as the original reaction-diffusion front wave, the prop-
agation velocity of the chemical signaling becomes quite
insensitive to the ligand-receptor binding constant. We
also observe that the dependence of the propagation velocity
on the binding constant remains nonmonotonous with a
single maximum (27). The convective flow provides an
elongation of the traveling front waves. Similar phenom-
enon was reported in other tissue systems affected by
convection (12,21).
We have not found any experimental study focused
exactly on velocity of the autocrine/paracrine signaling
under the influence of convection. However, the reported
studies confirm our findings indirectly. The oriented convec-
tive flow in model cellular tissues apparently accelerates and
directionally favors developmental processes or cell move-
ment. Because the developmental processes and cell chemo-
taxis are driven by morphogen or chemoattractant gradients,
the convective transport must be responsible for accelera-
tion or polarization of the signal transmission. For example,
Park et. al. (34) found that mobility of mouse fibroblast cells
increases with increasing shear stress (chemoattractant
transport). Shin et. al. (35) reported that transfection effi-
ciency in neuron cultures is also enhanced by shear stress
(transport of exogeneous DNA molecules). Herna´ndez
Vera et. al. (14) showed that growing intensity of the inter-
stitial flow can result in a significant length increase of
formed endothelial capillary-like structures (morphogen
transport).
We believe that these results can be useful in applications
such as tissue engineering under controlled convective
transport (47,48) or convention-enhanced delivery ofBiophysical Journal 102(5) 990–1000chemotherapeutics (18). In the future, we will study effects
of the oscillatory convective transport (49) and the convec-
tion-enhanced delivery of tyrosin kinase inhibitors (18,50)
on the signal transmission velocity in epithelial tissues.APPENDIX: TRAVELING WAVE PLUG FLOW
MODEL—ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION
An exact solution of the model Eqs. 11–12 and 14–19 can be obtained in
a similar manner as in (27). We can assume a pseudosteady state for the
ligand-receptor complex kinetics (tC/0) if the extracellular transport
and protease activation processes occur on larger timescales. The receptors
are in a high surplus if a ligand-limited regime is considered, i.e. ~Rz1may
be a good approximation. Finally, the nonlinear protease activation term can
be approximated by the Heaviside function (~sz~H). This approximation is
satisfied only if the intracellular processes lead to a sharp sigmoidal
response, which is equivalent to a high value of the Hill coefficient of the
cooperative enzyme kinetics (41).
We look for a solution in the form of a traveling front wave. The previous
simplifications and the use of the transformation Eq. 21 result in simplified
model equations
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We assume a positive velocity of the traveling front wave (~u>0) that
accompanies the switch of the system from one uniform steady state
(x/þN, ~P ¼ 0, ~S ¼ 0) to the other uniform steady state (x/N,
~P ¼ 1, ~S ¼ 1). Solution for a negative velocity can be found analogously.
We set ~S ¼ ~CT at x ¼ 0, ~y ¼ 0 and assume that the ligand and protease
concentrations as well as the ligand flux are continuous functions at x ¼ 0.
The solution is found simultaneously for both negative (x%0) and posi-
tive (xR0) domains. In the first step, the front wave of protease activity is
explicitly found
~PðxÞ ¼ 1 exp

x
~u

; x˛ðN; 0; (31)
~PðxÞ ¼ 0; x˛½0;þNÞ: (32)Equations 31 and 32 are then substituted into Eq. 30. The obtained self-
adjoint eigenvalue problem can be solved by the finite Fourier transform
techniques (36,51). The distribution of the dimensionless ligand concentra-
tion is found in the form of an infinite sum
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Constants εð1;nÞ;ð2;nÞ, i.e., roots of the characteristic equation of the trans-
formed problem, are evaluated from
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The symbols jnð~yÞ and ln in Eqs. 33 and 34 denote the corresponding
orthonormal eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, respectively,
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where
Cn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ln
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s
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and
ln ¼ ab cotðlnÞ: (41)
Roots of the transcendental Eq. 41 can be found numerically by the
Newton method.
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